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Learning Objectives

When you have completed the workshop, you will 
be able to: 

Understand and explain the common reasons  
construction projects get delayed regarding locks & 
keys.
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Reasons for Delays

Have you ever reached the end of a construction project 
only to find out…the locks and keys aren’t ready?

For many of you 
the answer is... 

YES.YES.
This is a constant problem in our industry.  
What makes it worse is that by the time anyone realizes it’s a 
problem it’s too late to correct it ON TIME and/or UNDER 
BUDGET. 

The solution is to learn and understand the common reasons 
projects get delayed and how to PREPARE for them.
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Common reasons construction projects 
get delayed regarding locks & keys are 
a misunderstanding or confusion, by  
various stakeholders, regarding the:
 

DOOR LOCKS

RESTRICTED KEYWAYS

KEYING

Let’s take a look at Door Locks.
The problem here is that there are people in your world that don’t 
understand that door locks for commercial buildings/facilities are much 
different than the door locks for a residence.
That’s why you can’t find exactly what you need at the last minute from 
Home Depot or Amazon.
There are two basic differences between the locks in your buildings and 
the locks you can find online or in a big box store. 

AESTHETIC

FUNCTIONAL 

Aesthetically, architects and designers want their buildings to look dis-
tinctive, so they specify locks that have distinctive finishes and designs.
Often you would be able to see these distinctive locks by just walking 
down the hall.

Reasons for Delays
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Functionally, the locks in a commercial building or facility are addressing 
many more issues than a lock for a residence

• Compliance 
• Accessibility
• Sustainability
• Safety 
• Emergency response 
• Maintenance costs
• Antimicrobial
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The amount of variations for lock specifications in commercial buildings/

facilities is VARIED  and COMPLEX.

Let’s say the lock above is your building standard lock. Your team wants 
pricing and availability on twenty (20) locks and sends us an email that 
reads:

“Please provide price and availability on twenty (20) Schlage 
Mortise locks with lever handles, brushed chrome finish and  

interchangeable core cylinders.”

That seems like a good description. Doesn’t it?

If you or your team  

are using

GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS

to communicate your building  

standard locks...
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BUT...
how many variations
does this lock REALLY 
have?
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If you went on this lock manufacturer’s website and did a little 
research, you would find this lock is available with about:

This is a lot of 
variations and 
trying to describe 
this many 
variations leaves 
a lot of room for
ERRORS.

57    Different Mechanical Functions

 6    Electronic Functions

31    Different Lever Designs 

 5    Rose Designs

14    Different Finishes

 3    Versions of the Standard Strike Plate

12    Types of Mortise Cylinders

 3    Different Collars 

100+   Keyways
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part numbers

Do you know what doesn’t leave any room for errors? 

PART NUMBERS
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If you use every letter and every digit the manufacturer 

uses in the order that they use them, you are giving the 

lock supplier only ONE CHOICE.

You are leaving no room for errors on anyone’s part. 

part numbers =
one choice
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This leads us to our first 
Action Step to remember 
and implement when  
you’re back at your building.

ACTION STEP 1:
1. Locate the Building Standard Lock section of your building’s 

Construction Rules & Regulations document. 

*Of course, if there isn’t a section for the Building Standard Locks 

please insert one. 

2. Record the PART NUMBER exactly for your building standard 

locks. Leave nothing out!

3. Now, back up the part numbers with a complete LOCK

DESCRIPTION for each component in the part number.

SAMPLE: BUILDING STANDARD LOCKS
•   Schlage L9050 12A 626 RH 10-072 30-138 T123 30-083
•   Schlage L9050 – Office Function Mortise Lock; 12A – Lever and 
Rose Design; 626 – Brushed Chrome; RH – Right Hand, 10-072 – 
Strike Plate; 30-138 – Large Format Interchangeable Core (LFIC) 
Cylinder;  T123 – Keyway; 36-083 – Compression Ring Collar with 
Spring
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Next, we want to discuss “Equal to Substitutions”. 
Some people refer to these as just “Equal To” or just 
“Substitutions”. 

During a construction project you may have heard 
someone say, “are there substitutions allowed on this 
job?”

Equal to Substitutions is a BEST PRACTICE  
used during the construction process to reduce the 
cost of the project materials. And this has been part of 
the construction world for decades. 

Because many of the industry definitions for this 
important process sound like technical babble, I have 
simple way for you to remember it.
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When you hear “Equal to Substitutions”; think 

GENERIC DRUGS. 

If you could buy something that does the same thing 
as something else but is half the price, you’d probably 
buy it. Or you would at least ask yourself, “why 
wouldn’t I buy this?”

The “Equal to” process is used to identify less 
expensive alternatives for the materials in the project. 

It’s also one of the biggest reasons you submit your 
building standard information for the door locks in the 
beginning of the project, but don’t have your building 
standard locks installed on the doors when the project 
is over.    

Surprise!
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In most cases, we recommend listening to the expert’s 

opinions as they relate to Equal to Substitutions.

However, we recommend taking a closer look with the 

Building Standard DOOR LOCKS. 

Because of what your building 
could care about…

and

What your building should 
care about.

And when I say your building, I mean the person who is 
setting and trying to enforce building standards. 

It may be the chief engineer, the building manager or the 
owner.
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The building could care about the MANUFACTURER. 
They may want to have only Schlage locks. 

The TYPE of lock. They may only want mortise locks. 

They may care about the FUNCTION. 

The FINISH, many buildings want to keep the finish 
consistent. 

manufacturer
type

function
fififiinish

cylinder type
collar type

rose design
 lever design COULD 

CARE 

ABOUT

f
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The CYLINDER type, this lock has an interchangeable 
core cylinder. If you have interchangeable core 
cylinders as a building standard you probably want 
to make sure any new locks installed have an 
interchangeable core cylinder.

The customer may care about the COLLAR type; the 
ROSE design; the lever design. 

The customer may care about any and all of these.  
 

And we want to HONOR whatever the building cares 
about.

We have to know what it is first, but we want to honor 
it.

Equal to Substitutions
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Now that we’ve discussed what the building  

Could Care About. 

Let’s talk about what they...

What should your building care about?  

THE KEYWAY.  

SH OULD 

CARE 

ABOUT

THE KEYWAY

Equal to Substitutions
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The keyway is the little slot in the lock cylinder where you 
insert the key. 

The cuts on the key allow the key to turn, but the 
configuration of the keyway allows the key to enter the 
cylinder.

Equal to Substitutions
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As far as KEYWAYS and Construction 
Projects are concerned:
If the project will be allowing equal to 
substitutions for the lock cylinder and 
the keyway does not match your build-
ing specifications exactly…

RED FLAG.  Why?

Because Your Master Keys  

WILL NOT
work! 

They won’t enter the KEYWAY. 

Now you may be thinking;  

What’s the big deal? 

We have a lot of doors in our  

building that the master keys don’t  

operate.

Equal to Substitutions
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Well, these aren’t your 
FATHER’S
 buildings anymore.

Fumbling around with keys, 
not being sure which keys fit 
which doors, can be extremely 
frustrating and inconvenient 
for tenants and certain staff…

INCONVENIENT...

VS

Equal to Substitutions

CATASTROPHIC!!

But it can be  

Catastrophic for a 

FIRST RESPONDER.
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20 – 25 years ago when we were designing Master Key 
Systems, the topic of First Responders never came up.  
Back then designing a key system was all about balancing 
operational efficiency (convenience) and security. 

And when we refer to First Responders we’re not necessarily 
talking about the Police and Fire Departments.

For most emergencies in our buildings we aren’t calling 911. 

Someone from our BUILDING STAFF is responding, 
the engineers, security or property management.

Equal to Substitutions
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Making sure our First Responders can enter
doors SAFELY and EFFICIENTLY  
may be one of the most important practices our 
building can embrace.

Equal to Substitutions
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This leads us to our 
second action step. 

ACTION STEP 2:
Communicate clearly what elements of the building locks and lock 

cylinders EQUAL TO SUBSTITUTIONS will be 

allowed

SAMPLE: BUILDING STANDARD LOCKS
•   Schlage L9050 12A 626 RH 10-072 30-138 T123 30-083
•   Schlage L9050 – Office Function Mortise Lock; 12A – Lever and 
Rose Design; 626 – Brushed Chrome; RH – Right Hand, 10-072 – 
Strike Plate; 30-138 – Large Format Interchangeable Core (LFIC) 
Cylinder; T123 – Keyway; 36-083 – Compression Ring Collar with 
Spring

•   NO SUBSTITUTIONS: Finish must be 626, Cylinder must be 
Large Format Interchangeable Core Cylinder with a Schlage T123 
Keyway

Equal to Substitutions
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If a tenant is large enough or important enough and they tell you 
they want purple locks with levers that match their corporate 
logo, I wouldn’t bet against them getting what they want.

What you really want here is to be INCLUDED in the  

CONVERSATION with other  stakeholders, tenants, 
architects, GC, etc.
Perhaps they can have their purple lock and you can have your 
keyway.

Remember the goal is to have keys available for FIRST 
RESPONDERS.

Equal to Substitutions



Need to Know

This outline will help you organize and retain the information in 
this section of the lesson. First, try to fill in the blank by memory. 
Next, go back to the previous pages to complete and/or check your 
answers. Please ask the instructor for assistance if you have any 
questions before we move on to the next section of the lesson.

1. Common reasons construction projects get delayed regarding 
    locks & keys are a misunderstanding or confusion, by various     
    stakeholders, regarding the:

• _______________________ 

• _______________________  

• _______________________

2. Using _______________________ doesn’t leave any    

        room for errors.

3. When you hear “Equal to Substitutions”; think 

        _______________________.

Equal to Substitutions -  Page 24



Need to Know

4. If the project will be allowing equal to substitutions for the lock 
        cylinder and the keyway does not match your building 

        specifications exactly… Your Master Keys  _____________    
        Work! 

5. Making sure our First Responders can enter doors    

         ________________ and ____________________  may  
        be the single most important practice our building can  
        embrace.

Equal to Substitutions -  Page 25
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Restricted Keyways

The confusion and misunderstanding with Restricted Keyways often 
occurs because some of the stakeholders in the process don’t really  
know what Restricted Keyways are and they don’t understand the 
relationship between levels of restriction and LEAD TIMES.  

A Restricted Keyway in your world means that the keys in your building/
facility cannot be duplicated outside of the building without authorization 
from you or someone else on the building staff.

There are thousands of restricted keyways available internationally.
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We’re going to use a pyramid as a way of describing the 
various levels of restriction for these keyways.

But I want you to think of a real pyramid, a 
three-dimensional pyramid. In which each and every 
block or brick represents a restricted keyway available for 
purchase internationally.

levels 
of 

restriction

Restricted Keyways
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Most Restricted Keyways would fall in the bottom of the pyramid.  

These are called SHARED keyways.  

You’re sharing your restricted keyway with other buildings. 

Now these buildings you’re sharing your keyway with may be several  

hundred miles away from your building or in a large metropolitan area 

the building may be across the street. 

These shared keyways and key blanks are available through several 

vendors and the vendors are policing the distribution of the key blanks 

and the duplication of the keys.

Restricted Keyways

levels 
of 

restriction

several 
vendors
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Now as we work our way up the pyramid the keyways become more 

EXCLUSIVE. 

So much so that if your keyway’s level of restriction is at the top of the 

pyramid, you’re typically going to be dealing with one vendor.

But more importantly, at this level of restriction you have a contractual 

agreement with the manufacturer. And when you are ordering your key 

blanks or cylinders with your restricted keyway, the manufacturer will be 

producing them for you ON DEMAND.

There isn’t any inventory. No one has any inventory. 

Restricted Keyways

levels 
of 

restriction

one 
vendor

several 
vendors
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At this level you are not only controlling the duplication of the keys, 

you’re controlling the DISTRIBUTION of the key blanks  

and cylinders with your keyway.

We have clients whose keyways are at this level of restriction.  

They order their key blanks or cylinders from us, but the product is  

delivered directly to them.  

The manufacturer won’t send the product to us. It’s that restricted.

Restricted Keyways

levels 
of 

restriction

one 
vendor

several 
vendors
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Lead times are the price we pay for exclusivity, they are the price we pay 

for SECURITY and CONTROL. 

Exclusive Keyways are longer lead times. Of course, they are!  

They’re making the product for us. We have clients who’s lead time is 

sixteen weeks. And they’re fine with that. 

Shared Keyways are shorter lead times. Sometimes you can get these 

the same day.

several vendors

Restricted Keyways

levels 
of 

restriction

lead
times

one 
vendor

longer
lead time

shorter
lead time

several 
vendors
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Restricted Keyways

This indicates that the stakeholder involved with your 

construction project is in need of  SUPPORT  

and DIRECTION.

When a stakeholder in the   

construction process says they  

can  procure your restricted 

keyways and key blanks much 

faster than you think they should 

be able to.
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KEYWAY INFORMATION

We have a responsibility to all the stakeholders to get 
the vendor and lead time information to construction 
team as quickly as possible. Here’s why.
 
The construction companies utilize just-in-time 
inventory, like the rest of the world. The lock cylinders 
aren’t needed until almost the last day of the project. 
Installing the lock cylinders locks the construction team 
out and allows access to the building staff and tenant 
have access.

Lock cylinders are often ordered with enough time to 
have them keyed to the building master key system 
and then installed.

Restricted Keyways
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Won’t the construction team be surprised when they 
order your building cylinders a week or two out from the 
construction completion deadline, only to find out the 
cylinders for your building take 8 weeks to get.

When this happens, you won’t be getting your building 
standard keyway. You will not be able to use your master 
keys on these doors. First responders will not be able to 
access these doors safely and efficiently. 

Restricted Keyways
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Perhaps you’ll eventually be able to get the correct 
cylinders installed at some point, perhaps not.  
 
And if the building standard cylinders are installed,  
who’ll be carrying the cost of this change order?

Restricted Keyways
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This leads us to our 
third action step.

ACTION STEP 3:
Record the vendor sources and estimated lead times for 

lock cylinders and key blanks with the building standard 

RESTRICTED KEYWAY. 

SAMPLE: BUILDING STANDARD LOCKS
• Schlage L9050 12A 626 RH 10-072 30-138 T123 30-083
• Schlage L9050 – Office Function Mortise Lock; 12A – Lever 
and Rose Design; 626 – Brushed Chrome; RH – Right Hand,  
10-072 – Strike Plate; 30-138 – Large Format Interchangeable 
Core (LFIC) Cylinder; T123 – Keyway; 36-083 – Compression 
Ring Collar with Spring
• NO SUBSTITUTIONS: Finish must be 626, Cylinder must 
be Large Format Interchangeable Core Cylinder with a Schlage 
T123 Keyway
• T123 is a restricted keyway. Lock cylinders and key blanks 
can be ordered thru Glavin. Lead time is approximately 4 weeks.

Restricted Keyways



Need to Know

1.   Some stakeholders in the construction process don’t understand     
       the relationship between levels of restriction and lead times, as the     
       relate to Restricted Keyways.   T    F 

2.   Most restricted keyways are shared keyways.   T    F 

3.   At the highest level of exclusivity, when you order your key blanks      
      or cylinders with your restricted keyways the manufacturer will be  
      producing them for you on-demand.   T    F 

4.   Lead times are the price we exclusivity, security and control.   T    F 

5.   Typically, stakeholders in the construction process can procure 
      your restricted keyways and key blanks much faster than you can.   
      T    F 

6.   It is the responsibility of the building team to communicate the  
      vendor sources and estimated lead times for building standard 
      restricted lock cylinders and key blanks to the other stakeholders 
      during a construction project.   T    F 

Restricted Keyways  -  Page 37
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Keying a cylinder, pinning a cylinder, rekeying, repining they all 
mean the same thing…
The image above is a Schlage pin tumbler cylinder. Inside we 
can see the parts and pieces, Springs, Driver Pins, Master Pins 
and Bottom Pins.

When we rekey, we are REMOVING the parts and pieces; 
throwing them in a recycling bin; and putting new springs and 
pins that are different sizes so that different keys will 
OPERATE the lock cylinder.

PIN TUMBLER CYLINDER

Keying Process

Next, we’re going to talk about KEYING.
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We rekey the cylinder because it is QUICKER and 
CHEAPER than purchasing new cylinders keyed  
from the factory.

If you have everything you need at your work bench,  
pinning a cylinder can be completed in a few  
MINUTES. 

However, keying or rekeying a cylinder for a large  
building or facility is NOT SO QUICK. 

Often, stakeholders in a construction project DON’T 
KNOW this. 

Which causes CONFUSION and  
FRUSTRATION during the project. 

Keying Process

quick
vs

not so quick
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The reason it takes much longer is because of:
• Researching and updating key records
• Identifying and managing keys
• Producing/Assigning keys
• Stamping keys
• Putting keys on rings or in envelopes
• Distributing keys
• Securely controlling the keys

Keying Process
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The Schlage cylinder in the above image is keyed to a 

key system that has  15,625 keys per keyway. 

Many of your buildings/facilities have  

MULTIPLE keyways.

That’s a lot of keys.

Keying Process
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In addition to 
managing the keys, 
the work QUEUE 
of the technician 
doing the lock work 
has a huge impact 
on the completion 
timeline. 

Keying Process

Setting aside UNINTERRUPTED time to rekey 
locks for a construction project is often be next to 
impossible.

A question that the building team members get asked 
frequently during a construction project is “what’s your 
turnaround time to have locks rekeyed in the building?” 

Your answer should be about 60 minutes per lock 
cylinder. 
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Keying Process

This leads us to our 
fourth action step.

ACTION STEP 4:
Record the turnaround time for  

KEYING 

the building standard lock cylinders.  

BUILDING STANDARD LOCKS
•   Schlage L9050 12A 626 RH 10-072 30-138 T123 30-083

•   Schlage L9050 – Office Function Mortise Lock; 12A – Lever and Rose 

Design; 626 – Brushed Chrome; RH – Right Hand, 10-072 – Strike Plate; 

30-138 – Large Format Interchangeable Core (LFIC) Cylinder; T123 – 

Keyway; 36-083 – Compression Ring Collar with Spring

•   NO SUBSTITUTIONS: Finish must be 626, Cylinder must be Large 

Format Interchangeable Core Cylinder with a Schlage T123 Keyway

•   T123 is a restricted keyway. Lock cylinders and key blanks can be 

ordered thru Glavin. Lead time is approximately 4 weeks.

•   Turn around time for keying building cylinders is 60 minutes per  

cylinder.



Need to Know
1.   We rekey cylinders because it is quicker and cheaper than  

      purchasing new cylinders keyed from the factory.   T    F

2.   Keying a cylinder for a large building or facility is much quicker than 

      a residential cylinder.   T    F

3.   Key systems for larger buildings/facilities often have 10,000+ keys 

      to be managed.   T    F

4.   In addition to managing the keys, the work queue of the technician   

      doing the work has a huge impact on the completion timeline. 
      T    F

5.   When asked; “what’s your turn around time to have locks rekeyed  

      in the building?” Your answer should be about 5 minutes.   T    F

Keying Process -  Page 44



• SUMMARIZE:  In your own words, summarize the main ideas    

  of this lesson. 

• NEW INSIGHTS:  Write down new insights you’ve learned.

• QUESTIONS:  Record any questions you would like to have 

answered.

• ACTION STEPS:  List anything you should DO when  

  returning to your workplace.

Lessons  Learned
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__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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• What is the biggest LESSON LEARNED from this class? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________


